
The Ultimate Family Edition Treasure Hunt
From Treasuredays 43 - Fun for the Whole
Family!

Are you looking for a fun and exciting activity for the whole family? Search no
more! Treasuredays 43 presents the ultimate Family Edition Treasure Hunt that
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guarantees endless entertainment and adventure. Packed with brain-teasing
riddles, hidden clues, and exciting challenges, this treasure hunt will create
unforgettable memories for all ages.

One of the most captivating aspects of this treasure hunt is its versatility. Whether
you have young children, teenagers, or even grandparents participating, the
Family Edition can be tailored to suit everyone's abilities and interests. It's a
fantastic opportunity to bring the whole family together, foster teamwork, and
create a bond that will last a lifetime.
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Why Choose Treasuredays?

With countless treasure hunt providers out there, you might be wondering why
Treasuredays 43 stands out from the rest. Here's what makes this family edition
treasure hunt truly special:
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1. Variety of Themes: Treasuredays offers a wide range of themes for your
treasure hunt, so you're sure to find one that matches your family's interests
and preferences. Whether your family is into pirates, wizards, superheroes,
or historical adventures, there's a theme that will ignite their curiosity and
imagination.

2. Flexibility: Treasuredays allows you to customize the treasure hunt based
on your family's preferences. You can choose the starting point, create
additional challenges, and even add personalized clues or riddles to make
the experience extra special.

3. Detailed Instructions: The treasure hunt package includes comprehensive
instructions that guide you through the entire process. You won't have to
worry about being clueless or feeling overwhelmed – Treasuredays has got
your back!

4. High-Quality Materials: The treasure hunt materials provided by
Treasuredays are of exceptional quality. From the beautifully crafted clues to
the enticing rewards, every detail is designed to enhance the experience and
make it truly memorable.

5. Prizes and Rewards: What's a treasure hunt without exciting rewards?
Treasuredays makes sure to include thrilling prizes along the way to keep
participants motivated and engaged. Whether it's small treats, coins, or even
a grand treasure at the end, the anticipation of finding these treasures adds
an extra level of excitement to the adventure.

How Does the Family Edition Treasure Hunt Work?

Now that you're intrigued, let's dive into the specifics of this treasure hunt and
how your family can embark on this extraordinary adventure:



Step 1: Choose a Theme: Visit Treasuredays' website and explore their
impressive collection of themes. Discuss with your family members and select the
one that excites everyone. The chosen theme will determine the overall storyline
and challenges you'll face during the treasure hunt.

Step 2: Tailor the Hunt: Once you've selected a theme, you can personalize the
treasure hunt to make it even more special for your family. Consider adding
specific challenges or customizing the clues to suit your family members' interests
and abilities.

Step 3: Set the Location and Time: Determine where and when you want to
hold the treasure hunt. Whether it's in your backyard, a local park, or a historical
landmark, pick a location that provides ample space for exploration and
adventure.

Step 4: Gather the Family: Notify your family members about the treasure hunt
and gather them at the chosen location. Make sure to explain the rules, distribute
any necessary equipment or costumes, and set the mood for an epic adventure.

Step 5: Begin the Hunt: Start the treasure hunt by reading out the introductory
story or presenting a captivating video that sets the scene for the adventure.
Hand out the first clue, and watch as excitement and anticipation fill the air.

Step 6: Solve Clues and Complete Challenges: As your family progresses
through the treasure hunt, they'll need to solve riddles, puzzles, and complete
exciting challenges to move forward. The level of difficulty can be adjusted to suit
each participant's abilities, ensuring maximum engagement for everyone.

Step 7: Enjoy the Adventure: Treasure hunts provide a unique opportunity for
families to explore, communicate, and work together as a team. Encourage



collaboration, celebrate successes, and cherish the joy of family bonding as you
embark on this thrilling adventure.

The Perfect Activity for Any Occasion

Whether you're looking to spice up a weekend, celebrate a special occasion, or
simply create lasting memories with your family, the Family Edition Treasure Hunt
from Treasuredays 43 is your answer. This engaging and interactive activity will
bring your family closer as you embark on an unforgettable adventure filled with
laughter, excitement, and discovery.

So why wait? Head over to the Treasuredays website, choose your favorite
theme, and prepare for an epic treasure hunt that will captivate the hearts of your
loved ones. It's time to embark on an extraordinary journey together!
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This e-book is No. 43 in a series of treasure hunt walks by Treasuredays Ltd.

This is the easier, family version of our Glasgow route.
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The Treasure Hunt starts in George Square. After exploring all round George
Square, the hunt heads past the Royal Exchange and into Glasgow’s historic
Merchant City district. The route winds back and through the streets of the
Merchant District, taking in the Tobacco Merchant’s House, Hutchesons’ Hall, the
Ramshorn Kirk, the Mercat Cross, Tolbooth Theatre and City Halls. Finally, we
head up High and Castle Streets to Cathedral Square. The treasure hunt ends at
St. Mungo’s Cathedral.

Our treasure hunt e-books are a great way to make a walk around town more fun,
interesting and even educational. You can use them to explore a new area, or to
find the interesting nooks and crannies that you may have missed in a familiar
one.

Each treasure hunt consists of a route around a town or district designed to take
in the most interesting and quirky sights, and a set of clues to answer based on
things you can find along the route. Most of the clues are written. But there are
also a few picture questions – these come at the start of the section of the route
in which the picture can be seen, and are indicated by letters rather than
numbers. There are 56 questions in all in this hunt.

As you solve each clue, you can record your answer using the notes function on
your tablet or Kindle, or use your phone or just good old pen and paper if you
prefer. The treasure hunt is divided into sections, and there is a link to check your
answers at the end of each section; or you can wait to check everything at the
end.

Our treasure hunt e-books are designed for individuals or families and other small
groups who are walking the route together. If you wish to do the treasure hunt as
a competition in two or more separate groups, please visit the Treasuredays site



for information on treasure hunts that will allow you to make as many copies of
the question sheets as you need.

You should typically allow about 2-3 hours to complete the treasure hunt. But it
may take longer if you stop for refreshments or retrace your steps to find clues
you may have missed.
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